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1. INTRODUCTION 
A contact form is a l-form w on an odd-dimensional manifold M*“+’ such 
that we” is a volume form on M. Here (dw)” denotes the nth exterior 
power of do. 
If w is contact, then so is QW for any nonvanishing function Q. Two contact 
forms w and w’ are said to be equivalent when there is a diffeomorphism 
f :M+M satisfying f *w = ew' for some e. 
For a sphere S”, we will denote by x1, x2, . . . or x, y, . . . the restrictions to S” 
of the coordinates in R”+‘. For a circle S’, we will use dt? to denote the 
canonical l-form; then d9 =xdy -ydx. 
Here are three classical contact forms: 
wo=x,dx2-x2dx,+x3dx4-x4dx3 on S3 
w. = xd0 + ydz - zdy on S’xS* 
w1 = cos 03dc9, + sin t13dt12 on T3 
they can be written as sums of two terms f. (gdh - hdg). This leads us to ask 
which compact 3-dimensional manifolds do have a contact form: 
w =f3. dfidfz -fSf,i +fh. df,dfs -fsdf4b 
In the first part of this paper we answer that question: S3, S’ xS*, and T3 
are the only manifolds, but the standard forms, written above, are not the only 
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possible ones. Indeed, for each of these manifolds we find an infinite sequence 
of such forms. 
Since a form a = f. (gdh - hdg) satisfies (Y A da = 0, two is the minimal number 
of summands of this type that can make up a contact form in dimension 3. As 
a generalization, n + 1 is the minimal number of summands of this type that can 
make up a contact form in dimension 2n + 1. We also have classical examples 
in this case, namely on the manifolds: 
S”x T”+’ ,S”+‘xT” ,..., S2n+‘. 
We prove in the second part that if M2”” is compact and if it has a contact 
form o realizing the minimal number n + 1 of summands f .(gdh - hdg), then 
M is diffeomorphic to one of the manifolds above, and, unlike the three- 
dimensional case, there is only one such contact form up to equivalence on each 
of those manifolds. We can say that the higher dimensional case is much 
simpler in this sense. 
We stress the fact that one gets M up to diffeomorphism; in particular, an 
exotic sphere will not have such a contact form. 
Also, the tori T2”+ ’ are not included in the list for n L 2. In fact, it has given 
a lot of work to find just an example of any contact form on T* (6), and its 
existence on T7 is still an open question. 
Numbers in parenthesis refer to bibliography. 
2.THETHREE-DIMENSIONALCASE 
Our main purpose is to find the pairs (MO) where A4 is a 3-dimensional 
closed connected manifold and o is a contact form on M, for which there exist 
smooth functions f,, f2, . . . , f6: M+R such that: 
0 =f3. (fidfz -fidf,i) +f6. ctbdf5 -fsdfd4) 
Let Q,, denote the following l-form on lR6: 
Qo=x3.(x1dx2-x2dxI)+x6.(x4dx5-x5dx4) 
then we are looking for contact forms o =f *&,, where f :A4-+ lR6 is a smooth 
map. 
Because of technical reasons, we will not classify the possible forms o but 
the possible maps f, up to an equivalence relation that we define now. 
NOTATION. Consider the differential operator: 
T:C”(M)xC”(A4)+A’M cf,g)-fdg-gdf. 
It is trivial to check that T(LJ;Ag) =12TCf;g), for any 1 E C”(M). 
Let A, ,u, Q be positive C” functions on A4, then from the contact form 
OJ =f3 * TV,, f2) +f6 * WI,, f6) we Pass to: 
Thus consider the following action of the multiplicative group IT? + x R + x 
XII?+ on I?: 
~4b,c(X,,X2,X3,Xq,Xg,X6)= 
( 
~~~,~~~,~‘~~,~~~,~xS,~‘~6 . 
> 
DEFINITION. Two maps f,g:M+@ are equivalent if there exist a diffeo- 
morphism p:M-+M and functions a,b,c:M-+R+ such that g=r/4b,cdfov)). 
The group q has the property (~4b,c) *Q,, = coo; it indeed arises from a0 in 
the following natural way. Let U be the open set: 
u= {XE R61(QoAda,),#0} 
it consists of the sextuples x for which one at most of the following elements 
is zero: (XI, x2), x3, (x4, x5), x6. 
Consider then tiO as a Pfaff equation on U, and its characteristic system [3]: 
i,+i&=O 
XE TU 
ixdfio = k&, 
this defines a three-dimensional distribution D on U, generated by the following 
vector fields: 
These vector fields are linearly independent at every point of U and they 
commute, giving a global 3-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of U: 
q,,&x) = (es’xl, es’x2, efezs’x3, eS2x4, es2x5, etm2”*x6). 
Note that, Calling: 8’ = a es2 = b e’ = c, I&~~,, = q,&. 
Given XE U, the leaf of D passing through x is the q-orbit of x: 
and the leaf space of D in U is the quotient U/q. 
Since dim D = dim iR6 - dim M, it is trivial to see that given a map f : M+ R6 
the form f *tie is contact if and only if f (M) c U and f is an immersion of M 
into U transverse to D. 
We are about to see that the leaf space U/q is a 3-manifold. Then 
f : M-* U is an immersion transverse to D if and only if the composite map 
Mf. U[1. U/q is a local diffeomorphism. 
Also, two mapsf, g : M+ U are equivalent in the definition given before if and 
only if there is a diffeo. v:M+M making the following diagram commute: 
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so we classify local diffeomorphisms h4+ U/q, where M is a closed, connected, 
3-manifold. 
The open set U is the union of two open sets: U= 17, fl U,, each of them 
q-invariant: 
u, = {XE u/x320 X(j#O) 
u, = {x E u 1(x,, x2) z (0,O) (x4 x5) # (0, O)} . 
CLAIM. The restrictions: 
[ ]:Uj+Ui/q i=1,2 
are trivial fibrations. The fibre is (lR+)3. 
Consider the submanifolds of iR6: 
V,={,&~x;+x;+xf+x~=1 x~=x;=1}=SoxSoxSs 
v2={xElR6~X~+X;=X:+X:=X~+X~=1}=T3 
V, is contained in U, , and V2 is contained in U2. For any x E U, , the condition 
Q,, b,c(x) E V, gives three equations in a, b, c, whose solution is unique and C” 
as functions of x in U,: 
cl=l/((xf+x~)lx31 +(x$+x$Ix,&; al=l/cTxTi; &=1/Cl,ySI. 
For any x E U2, the solution to qU,Jx) E V2 is: 
a2 = l/f=:; b2 = l/iv* x5, c, = l/ (XT + x:)2x: + (xi +x:)2x; 
again C” as functions on U2. This proves the claim. 
Let Xi: Ui+ vi be the map ‘la,Or),b,(X),C,~~~(~). Consider also the intersections: 
A=~,nu,={XEm~~x:+x~+x~+x~=1;x~=x~=1; 
(x1, X2) f (09 0) f (x49 X5>> 
B= V,nu,={XE@/X~+X;=X;+X;=X;+X;=1; X3#0; x6#0} 
then the restrictions: 
B-+A A--+B 
p’ Ix++ n,(x) p2:x- 712(x) 
are mutually inverse diffeomorphisms, and the pasting space L = V, U,, V2, 
or also L = V,u,, V,, together with the projection 7~: U-rL induced by rrr 
and 7r2, is equivalent to the leaf space [ ] : I/+ U/q of D in U. 
So far we have proved: 
PROPOSITION. There is a pasting manifold L = (So x S’X S3)u, T3 and a 
projection z : U+L, such that a form f *tie is contact if and only if f (M) C U 
and 7c of: M-tL is a local diffeomorphism. 
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Description of the leaf manifold 
The manifold v2Up, Vt is compact, since V, and V, are compact. It is also 
connected, since V2 is connected and A = yll(B) intersects all the components 
of V,. The joining open set A is So x So x Q, where Q is the subset of S3: 
{(xi, x2, x4, x5) E S31x: +x: > 0 xi +x:> 0} diffeomorphic to T* x (open 
interval). 
The rest of the pasting manifold is: 
V,-S”xSoxQ=SoxSox((O,O)xS’US’x(O,O))= 
=disjoint union of 8 copies of S’ 
I/,-~I,(S~XS~XQ)= T3-{(x3,x6)~S’~x3#0 x6#O} x T*= 
= { 1, eni/*, eni, e3ni/*} x T* = 
=disjoint union of 4 copies of T*. 
This implies, in particular, that V, and V2 are proper subsets of L, both 
open and compact, and L is thus not Hausdorff. 
The following picture sketches the arrangement of the different parts in L: 
Let (E,, s2) E So x So and consider a sequence in e1 x .s2 x Q: 
xk = w:, $3 El, $9 x5”, E*) 
and suppose that it converges to (O,O, E,, xi, xi,&*) in et x e2 x S3. We can 
choose the sequence (x:, x5)+(0,0) so that q2(xk) will converge to any point of 
the torus (0, s2) x T* having the form (0, e2) x (xy, xi) x (xi, xt). This means 
that the two points (O,O, + 1,x$ xt, E) are Hausdorff inseparable from the 
points on the torus (0;~) x T*: (0,~) x (xi, x2) x (XL xy); these obviously form a 
circle. One example is indicated in the picture. 
The same is true for (x7, x!, E, 0, 0, + 1) and the circle (E, 0) x (xy, x2) x (x4, x5) 
on the torus (E, 0) x T*. Notice that the points (x7, xi, E, 0, 0, k 1) are Hausdorff 
separable from each other, and the same is true for (O,O, f 1, xi, xt, E). 
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The closure of a component Qe=ei x c2 x Q of So x So x Q consists of Q. 
plus two circles and two tori: 
S;=&1X&2X(0,0)XS’ S;=E~X&~XS’X(O,0) 
T; = (0, e2) x T2 T;=(+O)x T2. 
It is thus a non-Hausdorff manifold with boundary. Schematically: 
Qo= 
cG= 
Sk,, 
-- -_ ,,** s; 
T;e */ 
*e--- ._ 
“0 T;. 
x3 * (Xl 9 x2) = (O,O) 
x6 ' (x4, x5)= t&o) 
Here are the minimal compact subsets of L containing Qo: 
q *.. /* . S;UQoUS;=~,~~2~S3 
* 
“--.b S;UQoUT~=S’xD2 hereD2={(x,y)~iR2~x2+y2~1} 
6. -0’ ’ T{UQoUS;=S1xD2 
,-- 
6 ?a T;UQoUT;=[0,1]xT2 
they are Hausdorff manifolds, three of them with boundary. 
Finally, observe that S;, S;, T;, Ti, are closed subsets of L. 
The pieces of M 
In what follows, C will denote a connected component of the set 
(nof)- ‘(So x So x Q), that is the open subset of M given by fs. (jr, f2) # (0,O) 
and f6 5 cf4, fs) # (0,O). It is crucial to figure out the closure c, for M is union 
of these closed subsets. 
LEMMA 1. The restriction nof : C-+E, x &2 x Q is a finitely-sheeted covering 
map. 
PROOF. The points of cl x e2 x Q = Q. satisfy the Hausdorff axiom with any 
point of L. Then for ye Q. the set (nof)-l(y) is closed. Since it is discrete, it 
is finite and so is Cn(nof)-‘(y). One proves that nof :C-Q. is proper in the 
same way. This implies the lemma. QED 
Let a = S[ U T; U Q. U Ti US;. Since S,!, T,! are closed in L, so are the inverse 
images under nof, thus compact submanifolds of M. Then the maps nof: 
Si+Si Sr =a component of (nof)- ‘(Si), etc., are all compact coverings. 
LEMMA 2. The closure C consists of C plus a unique component of 
f3. (f,, f2) = (0,O) and a unique component of f6’ cf4, fS) = (0,O). The map 
nof :C+nOf(C) is a covering. 
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PROOF. Because of the description made before of the minimal compact 
subsets of L containing Qe = rr of(C), the closure C must contain at least one 
component of f3 + (j-r, f2) = (0,O) and one of f6- (f4, fs) = (0,O). 
Suppose, for instance, that C contains a component S, of (Jr, f2) = (0,O) and 
a component T2 of f6 = 0. We claim that S, U CU T2 is already compact, thus 
it is the whole closure of C. Similarly we can deal with the cases C‘>S,U 
UCUSz, C3T,UCU&, and C~T,UCUT,. 
We have a homeomorphism: h : S; U QeU Ti-0’ x S’ taking S; to (0,O) x S’ 
and T; to S’ x bD2. This implies that if W is a tubular neighbourhood of S, 
(resp. T2), arbitrarily small, and we take the reduced relative neighbourhood: 
V= Qefl W, then the inclusion l&Q0 induces an isomorphism of the x1 
groups. Thus ((nof)JC)-‘(V) is connected. 
We now use the fact that Sr and T2 are compact. Let N be a compact, 
arbitrarily small, tubular neighbourhood of Sr (resp. T2). Then (nof)@N) is 
an immersion of a compact manifold into L, not intersecting S; (resp. T;). 
Therefore there is a tubular neighbourhood W of Sr (resp. T2) not intersecting 
‘(W) is connected and it doesn’t intersect oN, thus it is 
contained in N. 
If (xk) is a sequence in Sr U CU T2, we can pass to a subsequence and get 
that y, = nof (xk) converges to some y E S; U QcU Ti. Three cases are possible: 
a) y E Q,,. Then, by lemma 1, (xk) accumulates to some point XE C. 
b) y E S, . Take a sequence Nk of neighbourhoods of Sr , such that fl Nk = S, 
and ykE wk, for some neighbourhood wk of Si satisfying ((nOf)lc)-'(Wk)C 
C Nk. Then xk E Nk and xk must accumulate to some x E Si . 
c) ye T2. Exactly the same as b). 
Now S, UCU T2 is a compact manifold with boundary and the map: 
nof: Sr U CU T2+S; U Q. U Ti is a local diffeomorphism that takes boundary 
to boundary and interior to interior. It is thus a covering. QED 
REMARK. As a trivial consequence, given an open set I/= SU C or V= Cr U 
U TUC, the map nof: V-+nOf(V) is a covering. 
The maps M-+L 
THEOREM 1. Let M3 be a closed, connected manifold and f :M+ U be a map 
inducing a contact form o = f *Q,. If (f,, f2) # (0,O) # cf,, fs) on all of M, then 
the map II 0 f is a compact, connected covering of the torus T3. 
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PROOF. We havef(M) c U,, and nof :M+ L’, = T3 is a local diffeomorphism. 
This is all we need. QED 
REMARK. This implies that A4 is diffeomorphic to T3. 
We suppose now that either cfi,f2) or (j&fs) has a zero x0 EM. This means 
that roof hits one of the eight circles that together with V2 make up L. 
By exchanging the summands f3 .(.f,df2-f2df,) and fa. cf4df5 -fsdf4) of o, 
and then making changes like this: f3.(fldf2-fidf,) =( -f3).(fzdf, -fidf2),’ 
we can assume that cf,, fs)=(O,O); f3>O; f6>0 at x0, i.e. that nof(xo) is on 
the circle 1 x 1 x S’ x (0,O). 
THEOREM 2. Let M3, f be as in theorem 1, and let x0 EM be a point such that 
7tof(xo) is on the circle 1 x 1 x S’ x (0,O). Then either of the following holds: 
I) There exist an integer m 2 0 and a diffeomorphism IJI :M-S3 making the 
following diagram commutative: 
where f, : S3 + lR6 is: 
fm(x1, x2, x3, x4) = 
= (x,,x,,sin (+ +mn(x:+x$),x,,x,,cos (+ +mn(x:+x$)). 
II) There exist integers mz0, II 1, and a diffeomorphism, denoted 
cp :M+S’ x S2 such that the following diagram commutes: 
M\ 
L-scL I s1xs2 ’ 
where f,,,: S’ x S2+lR6 is: 
f,,,(e,xl,x2,x3)=(Xjlq,sin (: + (+ +mn) q), 
cos (lo), sin(M), cos (:+(:+mn) F)). 
PROOF. For every integer k, let Ak= el x e2 x Q where (e,,e2) =fi.eni’4+ik. 
Also let T(k) = ekrri’2 x T2. Here k is not restricted to the values 0, 1,2,3. 
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We will denote by C, a component of (nof)- ‘(AJ in M, and by Tk a 
component of (nof)- ‘(T(k)) in M. 
Let S2 be the component of (roof)-‘(1 x 1 xS’ x(0,0)) passing through x0. 
Looking at the neighbourhood of 1 x 1 x S’ x (0,O) in L, we see that there is an 
open set S2U Co in M, with Co unique, whose closure is either S2U CoUSl or 
S2 U Co U T, , by lemma 2. 
In the first case, we have a covering: S2UCoUS, ‘Of + 1 x 1 x S3; thus 
&U CoU SI =A4 and z0f is a diffeomorphism. The commutivity of the 
diagram: 
is trivial to check. 
In the second case, we get a bigger set: S,UC,U T, U Ci by just looking at 
the neighbourhoods of eni’ x T2 = nof(T,) in L. 
REMARK. The torus to be added to S2U Co is a T,, because it must be a 
component of f3. u,,Jf,) = (0,O) with f,> 0. 
Taking closure on that open set, we add (say) a new torus: 
S2UCOUT1UC1UT2 
and it can’t be Coo> T2, since Co = Si U CoU T,, so we add a new component: 
S,UC,UT,UC,UT,UC,. 
Here is the distribution of the values of (J3,f6): 
*3 
We keep adding components TkU C,, and the values of u3, f4 keep 
wrapping counterclockwise around the origin in the plane. The manifold Mgets 
completed when we finally add a circle. 
For that last stage, we have two possibilities: 
I) M=S2UCoUT,UC1U~~~UT2,UC2mUS1 m>l 
where Si is a component of (x~f)-~(S’x So x (0,O) x S’). 
II) M=S2UCoUTlUC,U--~UT2,+,UC2m+,US2~ rn>O 
where S,, is a component of (rcof)-‘(S” x So x S’ x (0,O)). 
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We make use now of the following: 
PROPERTY. If: 
u : M+L is a local diffeomorphism 
G1, G2 are open subsets of A4 
B,, B2 are open subsets of L 
U:Gi+Bi is a covering i=1,2 
Gr f3 G2 is saturated: (ulG, U G2)-‘(u(G, fl G2)) = G1 f~ G2 
and we call E = u(G, fl G2) 
then Gr U G2 is a covering space of B1 U B2: 
tdE 
the map being u’= (ulo,) U (u~o,), where: u = identity of the graph of uJG, f3Gz. 
Furthermore, there is bn obvious projection P: B, U B2+B, UB2 such that 
Poti=u(G,UGZ. idE 
CASE I. The manifold A4 is a covering space of: 
L,,=(lxlxS’x(O,O)UA,) u (A,UT(l)UA,) u *** u 
id.+ ;dA, IdA I,,> 
(A,,u&,x&,x(0,0)xs’) 
by a map rrY, and there is a canonical projection Pzm:L2,,,+L such that 
P 2m07rf= nof. It is trivial to see that L2,,,=S3, thus nf is a diffeomorphism. 
Let N,g be another pair realizing de same decomposition as M, f: 
N=S;UC~UT;UC;U~~~UT~,UC;,US;. 
Since rcf and 7rg are diffeomorphisms, there exists a diffeomorphism denoted 
qr : M-+N making commutative the diagram: 
then: 
is trivially commutative. 
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As a consequence of this digression, we only have to check that for the maps 
f, : S3+ U given in the statement of the theorem the form foci&, is contact and 
the resulting decomposition of S3 is the one given here, but that is straight- 
forward. 
CASE II. The manifold A4 is a covering space of: 
L ,,+,=(lxlxS’x(O,O)UA,) IJ (A,UT(l)UA,) u **a u 
idA<, ;dA, id4,v /I 
(~2,,,UEIX&2XS1X(0,0)) 
by a map rcf, and we have a canonical projection P2,,, + , : L2,,, + , +L such that 
P 2m+ 1 0 rrf = 71 of. It is trivial to see that L2m+ 1 = S’ x S2. 
Let N,g, be another pair realizing the same decomposition: 
and also: degree (rrf)=degree (71s). By the classification of the coverings of 
S’ x S2, there exists a diffeomorphism cp:M-tN such that we have rcgo(p = rrf, 
and we conclude (rrof)o~)= nag as before. 
It is again straightforward to check that for f,,,: S’ x S2-+ I/ the formf$Qe 
is contact, that the decomposition of S’ x S2 that arises is the one given here 
and that nf,, has degree 1. QED 
We can now state the following 
THEOREM A. Consider pairs (k&w) where A4 is a closed, connected, 
3-manifold; and o =f *c$, is a contact form on M for some map f :M+ lR6. 
For any such pair, there is a term in one of the sequences below: 
(S3,0,) m20; (S’xS2,0,) mr0; (T3,0,) mrl 
equivalent to (h4, co) in the sense of the definition given in the introduction. The 
sequences are defined as follows: 
co, = sin 
( 
% +mn(x:+x$) 
> 
(x,dx2-x2dx,)+ 
+ cos $ + rnn(x: + x:) 
> 
(x3-dx4 - x4dx3) for S3 
W,=sin (+ +(+ +mz>(,, 1)/2)(xIdx2-x2dxl)+ 
+cos(~+(~+mlr)(x3+l)/2)dr9forS1xS2 
co,,, = cos (mt13)d0, + sin (mt13)de2 for T3. 
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PROOF. That the possible manifolds are S3, S’ xS* or T3, is an obvious 
consequence of theorems 1 and 2. 
For M=S3, the equality nof=nof,orp implies that f *do is a scalar 
multiple of the form ~1 *fGfio, but fm*ct),, = w, for S3. 
For M=S’ xS*, we reduce similarly to the forms fm*,,Qo. But we have the 
identity: cos (IB)d sin (16) - sin (M)d cos (M) = d(H) = lde, thus 
fm*, ,Q, = sin (x,dx,-x2dxI)+I.cos (.e.)de, 
and it is trivial to see that this is equivalent to fm,,ti,,= w,. 
For M= T3, we have the covering map nof :M-+T3 and if j: T36U is the 
inclusion (recall T3 = V2) we ‘have j *Qe = wl. Then w =f *QO is a scalar 
multiple of (jo~Of)*~D~=(nOf)*w~. 
In this way, we restrict ourselves to the case w =h *or where the map 
h : T3+ T3 is a covering. We have h = Ro @ where Qi : T3-+ T3 is a diffeo- 
morphism and R is a standard covering of T3. That means there is a lower 
triangular matrix of integers: 
a11 0 0 I 1 021 a22 0 a31 a32 m 
whose diagonal entries are positive and such that: 
R(q, z2, z3) = (zf” *zp’ .zp’, z2a”.z3a’: z?). 
Since h *wi = @*R *or is isomorphic to R *CL), we only have to show that 
R *wi is equivalent to w,. 
It is trivial to check that: 
R *CC), = al 1 cos (me3)de1 + (a21 cos (me,) + a2* sin (me3))de2 + dw(e3) 
where 
w(e) = i a31 sin (me) - + a3* cos (me). 
Consider now the forms: 
w(t) = al I cos (me3)de1 + (a*, cos (me,) + a2* sin (me,))de, + tdw(e3) 
it is straightforward to check that w(t)~dw(t) = w(O)~dw(O) is constant, then 
all w(t) are contact because w(1) is. By Gray’s stability theorem [5], R*wl is 
isomorphic to a scalar multiple of w(0). It is only left to show that w(0) is 
equivalent to 0,. 
The easiest way to do that is to take the map that induces w(0): 
f’(e,, e,, e,) = (~0s e,, sin el, alI cos (me,), 
cos e,, sin e2,a2] cos <me,)+a,, sin (me,)) 
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and to go back to the proof of theorem 1. We get a covering nof’: T3+T3 
equivalent to the covering h,(z,, z2, z3) = (z,, z2, zr), thus o(O) is equivalent to 
h,$%, = w, . QED 
COROLLARY 1. Let M be a closed, connected 3manifold, with a contact form 
o = f3. (f, df2 - f2dfI) + fb * df4df5 - fsdf4), where the fi ‘s are C” functions on 
M. Then there are three possible cases: 
1) Zf f: + f s > 0 and f i + f $> 0 everywhere, then M= T3 and there is an 
integer m L 1 such that the sets f3 = 0 and f6 = 0 are each union of 2m 2-dimen- 
sional tori (thus f3.f6 =0 consists of 4m tori) and o is equivalent to 0,. 
2) Zf f i + f: > 0 everywhere, and f: + f z vanishes along two circles (up to 
exchanging (f,, f2, f3) with (f4, fs, fa)), then M= S’ x S2 and there is an integer 
m 2 0 such that f6 = 0 is union of m + 1 tori and f3 = 0 is union of m tori. Then 
0 is equivalent to corn. 
3) Both f f + f 1 and f i + f: vanish, each along a different circle. Then the 
manifold M is diffeomorphic to S3 and there is an integer mz0 such that 
f3 = 0 and f6 = 0 both consist of m tori (totalling 2m tori), and the form o is 
equivalent to cc),. 
REMARK. The number of elements in {ff+f:, f:+f:) that have a zero 
determines the manifold, whereas the number of vanishing tori for f3 and f6 
determines the equivalence class of the form. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY. The only non-obvious thing is the number of 
vanishing tori in case 3). 
Now, rr of is essentially the covering R : T3-+ T3 given by the triangular 
matrix, and it is trivial to see that for R both f3 and f6 vanish along 2m 
tori. QED 
There remains the question of the existence of equivalences between terms in 
a given sequence: cc), and o, +P. Something is known in the case of the 
3-sphere. 
LUTZ'S METHOD [5]. In the proof of theorem 2 we said it is straightforward to 
check that all forms o, are contact. Indeed, one sees they all define the same 
orientation. Now suppose p : S3+S3 is a diffeomorphism satisfying v, *a,,, +P = 
=ew, for some nonvanishing function e. Then a,*(~,+~~dco,+r) = 
=q20+,Ado,, but since e2 is positive o,+P/\do,+P defines the same orien- 
tation as q2wmAdw,. By Cerf’s theorem (2), there exists an isotopy p, taking 
p to the identity. 
That means that w, is isotopic to w,+,, through contact forms. Then fix a 
global coframe {@, e2, e3} for T*S3 and for any nonvanishing l-form w on 
S3 let fw:S3+S2 be the map associated to the coefficient functions of w in 
that coframe. We get that w is homotopic to w’ through nonvanishing l-forms 
if and only if f, is homotopic to f,,. 
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On the other hand, a map S3+S2 and it s antipode are always homotopic, 
thus o is always homotopic to - w; in other words: the homotopy class off, 
determines the homotopy class of the line bundle spanned by w and conversely. 
In summary, for w, to be equivalent to w,+,, it is necessary that the 
associated maps f,, and &,+ be homotopic. It is just a computation to see 
that f,, -f,,+, if and only if m=tn +p(mod. 2), so we get two sequences: 
(02,&o (w2k+I)kr0 no term in the first being equivalent to any term in the 
second. 
BENNEQUIN'S METHOD [l]. Bennequin has proved in his thesis that if y is any 
unknotted simple closed integral curve of w. in S3 and if y’ denotes the result 
of translating y slightly along its normals in the planes Ker wo, then y and y’ 
are linked. The linking number is the same for the two possible choices of the 
normal vector field along y. 
Now, for m 2 1, the curve in 
S’:y.(i)=(fjcos t, Esin t, /z, 0) 
is an unknotted simple closed integral curve of w,, bounding the disc: 
D*= 
I 
(X,,X*,X3,X4)lXf+X$s 2 X4=0 
I 
and one of the normal translates of yrn does not intersect II* at all. Therefore 
w. is not equivalent to w2m for m r 1. 
3.THEHlGHER DIMENSIONALCASE 
Let M be a (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold and let al, (r2, 03, . . . be 1 -forms on 
A4 satisfying aiA dai= 0. It is trivial to see that a form w = al + a2 + **. + (Yk 
cannot be contact unless k 2 n + 1. On the other hand, a form Q = f3. (f, dfi - 
-f2df,) is integrable since it is proportional to fidf2-f2df,, which is inte- 
grable because it is expressed with only two functions. Thus a form 
w = 5 f3;* &-2df3;- 1 -fL ldfji-2) 
i=l 
can be contact in dimension 2n + 1 only if k 2 n + 1. 
We want to find the pairs (AI*“+‘, w) that realize the minimum k=n + 1. 
The case n = 1 we just studied, now we are interested in n 12. 
The following manifolds: 
s2n+l 
, 
pxl,J2n ~lxcJlx~2”-1 
, ,...,(S~y+‘xS” 
realize that situation with their standard contact forms. Namely, the classical 
contact form on TpxS"+q, herep+q=n+l, is: 
P 4 
WC J, Yide;+ jC, 0$+2j-ldYp+2j-Yp+*jdYp+*j-1). 
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Like for n = 1, we let Q, denote the following l-form on R3@+r): 
do’ C X3i(X3ip*dX3i- 1 -X3i- IdX3i-*) 
i=l 
and we are looking for contact forms o = f *a0 where f :A4-)iR3(“+‘) is a 
smooth map. The result we will reach is then the following: 
THEOREM B. Consider pairs (M’“’ ‘, w) where M is closed, connected, and 
where w = f *cijo is a contact form on M. For n 12, the only possible manifolds 
are Tp x S”‘q, (p + q = n + l), and the only possible forms, up to scalar factor 
and isomorphism, are the standard ones. 
Thus we don’t get a sequence of possible forms as in dimension 3. 
We are going to use the same setup as for dim = 3. 
The open set: U= {XC IR3(“t’)I(Qo~(d~o)R)X#O) consists of the points 
x=(x1, . . ..X3ntj) such that each of the sets: 
{(X,,X*XX3},...,{(x3,+ItX3n+z),X3,+3} 
has a nonzero element, and at least one of them has both elements nonzero. The 
linear system: 
ixtio=O 
> 
XE TU 
ixdtio = Lti, 
defines an (n + 2)-dimensional distribution D on U, generated by the following 
vector fields: 
fl+i 
y= C x3idx3i 
i=l 
which are linearly independent at every point and commute with one another, 
thus generating a global action of the additive group lR”+* on I/: 
%, . . . . S”,,,f (x) = (esixl, eS2x2, et- &,x3, . . . ). 
If we substitute sI, . . . . s,, r, t by al =eSl, a2 =e’*, . . . . we get an action of the 
multiplicative group (II?+)“+* on U, also denoted by 11: 
b 
vu I,..., a,,,, b(x)= aIxI,aIx2,~ x3, .-. . 
al > 
The leaf of D in U passing through a point x equals the q-orbit of x: 
[xl=h ,,..., (I “+,, b(X)Ia~,...,a~+~,b~m’} 
so the leaf space of D is U/Q. We want to describe it as a pasting space. 
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For every subset ZC { 1, . . . , n + l}, let VI be the following submanifold of 
IR3(n+ 1). 
$-2+X:j-r=l, iEZ 
x;j= 1 , .iGZ 
;,4i+ ,Jl, (Xfj-*+Xij-I)=1 
1 
it is contained in U, and equals (So)q x TPx Sn+q, where p = f(Z) q = n + 1 -p. 
Define 
={XEUI(X3i-*,X3i-j)#(0,0) iEZ; XJj#O jf$Z}. 
Then VI is open and for XE U, the intersection [x] f7 V, consists of a unique 
point ~o,(Xxb,(X)(x), where a,: UI+(R+)‘+r 6,: U1-+lR+ are smooth functions 
on U,. Since U, is obviously q-invariant, this implies that the maps UI,-UI/q 
are trivial fibrations with base VI and fibre (R+)n+2. Since U, VI= U, the leaf 
space U+U/q is equivalent to the pasting space L of the VI’s using the open 
sets VIJ= V,fI U, and the diffeomorphisms 
which obviously satisfy the condition $9~ JO(DJ I= q~ 1 on V,fl UJfl UK. 
Given the natural projection 7t: U+L, we know that f *do is contact if and 
only if f(M) C U and lr of :M-+L is a local diffeomorphism. 
The manifold V~r,.,,,n+lj is T ‘+’ xS”, and the open set rr(n, U,) equals: 
T n+‘x {cvl ,... ,Yn+,)ES”+‘lY,fO, . . . . Y,,+ r #0}, and it can be identified to 
(So)n+l x T”+’ x Z,, where Z,, is the open n-cell: 
{(Y I,... ,Yn+*)ESn(YI>O,...,Yn+,>O}. 
Like for the case n = 1, we call Q= T”+’ xl,, and will denote by C any 
connected component of @of)-‘((SO)“+* x Q) in M, i.e. any maximal open 
connected set where all the elements: 
f3’Cfi,f2h***,f3n+3 ‘u3n+l,f3n+2) 
are nonzero. 
Also like for n = 1, the pasting space L equals (S”)n+’ x Q plus lower 
dimensional submanifolds, and there are many pairs of points Hausdorff 
inseparable. The points of a pair lying on two different lower dimensional 
submanifolds. Then the points of (S”)n+l x Q satisfy the Hausdorff axiom 
with any point of L, and we get: 
LEMMA 1’. The restrictions nof : C+E, x ... x E, +, x Q are finitely-sheeted 
coverings. 
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The proof is the same as for lemma 1. 
It is again crucial to figure out the structure of the closure c. 
LEMMA 2’. The closure C consists of C plus a unique component of the sub- 
manifold: 
f3i*ti;-2,f3i-l)=(0,0) iEZ 
hj’cf3j-2~f3j-1)+(0~0) jfEZ 1 
for every proper subset Z$ { 1, . . . , n + l}. Call this unique component S,. There 
exists a set ZOC{l,..., n+l} such thatforeveryZ${i,...,n+l) wehave: 
f3i = O 
CA-2rf3- 1) = (090) 
on S, (*) 
Finally, the restriction II of: C-+n of (C) is a covering. 
PROOF. It is not difficult to see that the minimal compact subsets of L con- 
taining Q,,=ei x ..‘E,,+~ x Q are those of the form: 
Qou u S; 
f~{l....,n+l) 
where S; is a component of the image under rr of those XE U satisfying: 
X3j=O iEZnZ, 
(x3i-2,X3i-l)=(090) iEZ-IO PIUS EjXjjlO Vi. 
X3j'(X3j-2,X3j-l)f(0,0) j@Z I 
so we have a compact minimal subset for every Zoc { 1,. . . , n + 1 } . 
The compatibility conditions (*), among the submanifolds in c, do not exist 
in dimension three because one of the sets: ZnZ,, Z-IO, is always empty. 
But the important difference with the three-dimensional case is that in such 
case the pieces S, are all compact, whereas now many of them are not neces- 
sarily compact. Before we continue, let us illustrate with an example what is 
going on. 
Let g :M+S” be the following map: 
Cf3.Cf:+f~),...,f3n+3.Cf:n+l+f~n+2)) 
ljm * 
Let n = 2, the image under g of c looks like this: 
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The arcs correspond to components gi = 0. The dots correspond to components 
Of gi=gj=O* 
The compatibility conditions (*) arise from the fact that gi= 0 and gj = 0 
actually intersect: 
4 
g;=o 
+ 
12 
gj=O 
Thus if f3i= 0 for the arc II and (fJj-2, fjj- 1) = (0,O) for the arc 12, it must be: 
f3i = 0 Cr,- 2, fjj- I) = @,O) for 11 n 12. 
It is important to observe that in dimension 3 the boundary oC always has 
two components while for nz2 it is always going to be connected. 
This is crucial for the uniqueness of the form o for each of the manifolds 
TpxSniQ, because an “unfolding” of L, like the spaces L,,,, and L2,,,+ 1 of the 
three-dimensional case, cannot exist. 
We can guess from the picture that components like g, = 0 g2 #0 g3 # 0 are 
not compact, only components like gl = 0 g2 = 0 g3 # 0 are. We also see that c 
is a manifold with boundary and corners. For the (2n + 1)-dimensional case, c‘ 
is a manifold locally modelled on [0, OO)~ x lR2’+rmk, for 0 I Zrl n. Finally, the 
picture shows that a manifold like gl =0 (no restrictions on g,,g,) is compact 
and intersects C, but unlike the case n = 1 it is not totally contained in C. 
For every ie (1, . . . . n + l}, choose a component Si of gi = 0 gj # 0 Vj # i that 
intersects C, it exists for all i. Can assume the indices 1, . . . . n + 1 reassigned so 
that: 
for 1 lisp, Si is a component Of fji=O gj#O Vj#i 
forp+lli5n+l, SiiS a component Of (&-2,fji-1)=(0,0) 
gj#O Vjjzi. 
Also, let: 
Qo=nof(C)=q x --. x&,+,xQ 
S~=~({XELTIX~~=O; EjXsj>O and (X3jP2,X3j-r)#(0,0) Vj#i}) 
lrilp 
S~=II({XELII(X3i-2,X3i-I)=(0,0); &jX3j>O b-j; (X3j-2,X3j-l)#(0,0) 
Vj#i}) p+ 1 liln+ 1 
t$=7?({XE UlX3i=O}) lsilp 
V;=71({XE Vl(X3i-2,X3i-l)=(0,0)}) p+ lliln+ 1. 
The points of S; satisfy Hausdorff axiom with every point of Vi’, thus we get 
as in lemma 1’ that nof :S,+S/ is a finitely-sheeted covering. 
Consider a pair: (Z,J) = ({i,, . . . . ir}, {jr, . . . . j,}) ZUJ$ { 1, . . . . n + l} with 
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lli,< **a <i,~pandp+l~j,< .a. < jsl n + 1. There exists at least one com- 
ponent SIJ of the set: 
f3;, = . . . cj-3ir=o 
C&-2,&-1)=(0,0) jEJ 
gk#O keZUJ I 
contained in C. We choose such an SIJ for each pair (Z, J). 
Define Si,, ,.,, i,,j,, ,,,, j, and I’;,, ..., i,,i,, ..., i, in the same fashion as $, V,!. We 
again see that roof: SI ,+S; J is a finitely-sheeted covering. Let q = n + 1 -p, 
there is a homeomorphism: 
h:QoU u S;J-‘(S’)pxDqQ+” 
LJ 
where Dz” is the following (q + n)-cell: 
Dq+“= {(x,,YI, . . . . xq,yq, ~1, . . . . zpWq+“lz ,,..., z,rO}. 4 
EXAMPLE 1. For n = 1 q = 1, 0: is the upper hemisphere of S2. 
EXAMPLE 2. For n = 2 q = 0, 0; is the positive octant of S2, it has boundary 
and corners. 
EXCEPTION. If p = 0, then 0,‘:: ’ = S2”+ ’ is not a cell. 
The set h(S;,) is: 
(S’)pX{~~D~~n~(~~,~~)~(O,O)~~~J~~~O~i~Z} 
and h(Q,) is: 
(S’)pX{XEDq4’“I(Xj,Yj)#(0,0) ~z;>O K}=T”+‘X$. 
It is easy to see now that if W is a tubular neighbourhood of S;, in 
Qou u %.I and V= WflQo, 
I:J’ 
then the inclusion VGQ~ induces an isomorphism of the rcl-groups and 
((nof)lC)-‘(V) must be connected, since I/ is. Also note that if p1 = #Z then 
V is the interior of a corner subbundle of the tubular neighbourhood W: 
W=Si,XD”’ for some m; VzSS;,XD “l-n x (0, &)P’ 
here (0,~) denotes an open interval. 
Pictorially: 
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Note that S;, is not compact, thus the tubular neighbourhood W has open 
ends: 
SiJ 
We come now to the key point: in dim = 3, the pieces S, J were compact and 
letting N be a compact arbitrarily small tubular neighbourhood of S,, then 
II of(oN) was disjoint from S; J. Now the pieces S,, are not compact, but they 
are open submanifolds of compact submanifolds: 
The image nof(H1,) is apriori not necessarily Hausdorff (although it will 
turn out to be, as a consequence of the next lemma), nevertheless, we can still 
find a tubular neighbourhood N of HI, such that rco.f(oN) is disjoint from 
nof(HIJ). To see this, consider the following subset of L: 
which is a disjoint union of compact submanifolds of several dimensions. 
The “normal bundle” v(HjJ) has fibres of different dimensions too. 
By examining directly the position of Hi J in L, one sees there is a metric on 
TL and an E > 0 such that for the e-disc bundle v,(H; J) the inverse image of 
Hi, under Exp: v,(H;,)-+L reduces to the zero section. Take now N in A4 so 
that rcof(N) is covered by Exp (v,(HiJ)). 
For a subset A of C, let B&(A) denote the boundary of A in the subspace 
topology of C, then B&(A)CCnBd(A). Suppose N open, then: 
sdC~zvnc)ccnmpmc)=cn(zvnc-Nnc)Ccn(iVnC-ivnc)= 
cm-cnN=cn(N-zq=cnm(iv). 
This implies that rr of(B&(Nfl C)) is disjoint from ~rof(S[ J) = S; J. 
Choose a tubular neighbourhood W of S;, disjoint from nof(oN). Then 
the inverse image ((rrof)lC)-‘(I’) is disjoint from &(NnC), which implies: 
((nof)lC)-‘(K’)cNflC, and N is arbitrarily small. 
Let now (x,J be a sequence in C and suppose that the sequence yk = n of(xk) 
is convergent in L. Since 
cou u &.I 
LJ 
is compact (not closed!) in L, we can take the limit point in this subset: 
Y,+YECoU u s;,. 
I, J 
If y E Co, then, by lemma 1’, (xk) must accumulate to some XE C. 
Suppose YES;,. Then the above argument shows that xk accumulates to 
some x E HI /; in fact, for this particular x: 
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! 
f3i(x)=0 iEZ 
(**) df?-2(x),f3j-l(X))=(0,0) jEJ 
gkw f0 keZUJ 
otherwise we would have y E S;, J with Z’U J’g ZU J. But the S; J are disjoint by 
definition, so y belongs to only one. Conditions (**) determine an open subset 
HI*J of HI J, and it is a consequence of what we just saw that the inverse image 
of S;, under (nof)IC is the union of some connected components of H,*,: 
SI J = s(O) $0) [J’ IJ’...,q$ 
On the other hand, if W is a tubular neighbourhood of S;, in 
Qou u %.r and V= WnQo, 
I’, I’ 
then VIJSjJ looks like: 
s;Ju(s;JxD m-pI x (0, &)P’), 
which implies that (rr~f)-‘( VUS;J) looks locally the same, i.e. it is a locally 
trivial bundle over (nof))‘(SjJ) with fibre: 
This bundle minus its zero section is totally contained in components C. All 
this, together with the fact that Cn(nof)-‘( V) is connected, implies that 
C‘n(nof)-‘(SiJ) is connected, thus equal to SIJ. 
As a conclusion: if xk E C and n “f(xk)+xE S;,, then xk accumulates to 
some XE S,,. In other words, the union: 
cu u &J 
I, J 
is compact. Thus it is the closure of C. We see that the map: 
nof :C+QoU U Si, 
1, J 
is a covering as we did for dim = 3. QED 
REMARK. The pieces Sk are connected, and if n L 2 then they intersect in Sk,,!, 
thus oC is connected for n 12. 
We now state the fact that makes all the difference between the case n = 1 and 
the case nk2, for which the contact form is unique in the second and not in 
the first. 
LEMMA 3. Let M, f be as in theorem B, and n L 2. Then for every component 
c of (n of) - ‘((SO)” + l x Q) the set Z. defined in lemma 2’ is the same. 
PROOF. Take a component C and define the number p as we did in the proof 
of lemma 2’. 
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If p=O, then nof :&S2n” is a diffeomorphism and there is only one 
component C, we are done. Thus assume p > 0. 
For p + 1 <jl n + 1, Sj satisfies the equation ($sj-2, f3j- r) = (0,O) and we see 
in the same way as for the circles in dimension three that SjUC is open. Thus 
the pieces of bC really are the Si with 1 lisp: 
BC= U S&0. IC{l,....PJ 
Given the components C and C’, we can find a path y(t) satisfying: 
i) y(O) E C y(1) E C’ 
ii) For every component C” such that y hits C”, y intersects bC” transversally 
at one or two pieces of codimension 1. 
Thus C, C’ are joined by a finite chain of components: 
such that bCk and bC,+ , share a 2n-dimensional piece. 
Let SI,S2,...,Sn+1 be the pieces of bCk, here Si is given by 
f3i.cf3i-2,f3i-1)=(O,O). 
Let SI,S~2),...,S~n+l) be the same for Wk+,. 
Now, for ir2 the pieces Si and S’(i) both intersect S, (would not be true for 
n = 1) in the same points because of uniqueness of the SIJ’s in lemma 2’. Thus: 
either a) f3i = 0 on Si and S(i) 
or b) cf3i-2, f3i- 1) = (0,O) on Si and S(i) 
Tpx 
this proves the lemma. 
PROOF OF THEOREM B. Fromlemma 3, weget a subset ZeC{l,...,n+l} such 
that: 
in all of M. That means f(M)C UIO. Then there is a connected component M, 
of n(U,J such that II of: M+M, is a covering. 
By exchanging f3j-2, fjj- t for some j’s in the complement of IO, we can 
assume: fsj>O on M Vj$Z,. Then the inclusion Ml~(U, ao), given by 
M, c VloC U, induces on M, the standard contact form of Tp x Sn+q, where 
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p= #I0 q=n+ 1 -p. Since n+q>n22 implies n,(S”+4)=0, there is a diffeo- 
morphism ~:M+TP~S”+q making the following diagram commute: 
Mc 
9 / TpxS”+q 
! 
TpxS”+q 
The map R : Tp+ Tp is a standard covering, i.e. there is a matrix of integers: 
41 0 
021 a22 
r 1 
. . . . . . . . . . 
apI a,2 . . . app 
the diagonal ones positive, such that: 
R(z ,,..., z~)=(z~“~~~‘...z~‘,~~...z~ ,..., zp). 
Now, if o. is the standard form on Tp x S”+q we have like for the three- 
dimensional case: f *coo = ~bp *(R x id) *coo for some Q > 0. So we only need to 
show that (R x id) *o. is equivalent to oo. 
It is possible to rearrange indices so that IO = { 1,2, . . . , p) . 
From: 
OO= C xidei+ IZ (xp+2i-ldxp+2i-xp+2idxp+2i-l) 
icp i=l 
we get: 
(Rxid)*oO= C XiR*dei+ ii, (Xp+2i-ldXp+2i-Xp+2idXp+2i-l)= isp 
= ki, ( ,P, xiaki)dOk+ ;i, (xp+2i-ldXp+2i-Xp+2&p+2i-l)=~*~0 
where 8: Tp x Sn+q+f?3n+3 is given by: 
tW ,, . . . . O,,x,, . . . . xp+2q)=(cos 01, sin f+, yi, . . . . cos e,, sin e,, 
Yp,Yp+l,Yp+2,1,...,Yp+Zq-l,Yp+Zq,1) 
Yl 
ii yp+2q 1 = 
021 a22 
. . . . . . . . . . 
apI ap2 - -. app 
t 1. 
Xl 
Ii - XP + 2g 
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The matrix being invertible, we have s(P xS"+~)C U,O and nag: Tpx 
xS”+q-+TPxS”+q is a diffeomorphism. Thus S*S, is equivalent to oo. 
QED 
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